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ABSTRACT
The effectiveness of rotati.lg ailerons in a subsonic flow has been theo-
retically studied here with a view to evaluate their capability in compa~i-
son to the conventionai ones. The }>resentanalysis is based on the vortex
lattice approach of ByelotserkovskiiB for different wing planforms of small
and large aspect ratios. The effect of such ailerons on the coefficients of
lift and rolling moment has been worked out for their positions corres-
ponding to the most suitable positions of rotating flap...
Introduction
An efficient control surface is of particular
interest to an airplane designer. The present
problem of investigiotion about the feasibility of
rotating ailerons is directed towards an engi-
neering solution of improving rolling control of
an aircraft in the subsonic flight regime.
Some aerodynamic properties of autorotating
or forcibly rotated cylinders and aerofoils were
investigated even prier to the beginning of avi-
ation. The following two important properties of
a profile revealed by simple earlier experiments
suggested their promising application in aircraft
design:
1.Ability to autorotate,and
Z.Ability to createforce normal to the axis of
therotationandfree-stream velocity.
The rotating profile as a lift augrroentingde-
vice seems to be one of the possible' aids about
which some workl-7 is already'available in lite,-
rature. The concept of rotctting profile as control
surface elements arose bom thesuggestioRs
made by Crabtreel and NeumarkZ. The 'present
work,deals with an.estimation of effectiveneSS
of'rotating ailerons for ciiffere~t wing planforms
using linear lifting surface theory of Byelotser-
kovskii 8.
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Formulation of the Problem
Let us consider the wing as a thin lifting
surfa~e with rotating ailerons placed in an in-
compressible fluid flow. In general, the uniform
undisturbed flow may be given by ~Fig.l):
U 8:Uo cos a.; (1)V;!l'Uo sin a.
where Ii and v are the velocity components along
X and Y axes respectively.
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I
Fig.I. Vortex lattice model of the wing with ro-
tating aile rons
In the present model the wing is replaced by
a vortex sur~ce as in the case of linear lifting
surface theory of Byelotserkovskii8. The lifting
vortex sheet is then approximated by a series of
n equally spaced bound vortices along its span,
the number of which could be as large as practi-
cable. Each of these bound vortices is further
divided into N elementary pieces by the sections
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parallel to the root chord so that the elementary
vortices in the inboard region of wing are longer
than those in the outboard region as was done in
the Multhopp's lifting surface theory9.
Then, the spanwise positions of those N sec-
tions on the wing may be written in the form
zp = (b/2) cos (plT/N) . (2)
where
b
p
is wing span;
is an integer varying from 0 to N (p=N/2
indicates the root chord section).
The free vortices from the tips of these ele-
mental bound vortices so formed are assumed
to be in the plane of the wing, trailing parallel
to the plane of symmetry. The rotating ailerons
are replaced by a pair of horse-shoe vortices
of given circulationsl,2 having the same magni-
tude but opposite sign. The bound part of these
vortices lie along the axes of rotation of the
ailerons. The trailing vortices are assumed to
remain parallel to the trailing vortices of the
main wing.
The unknown distribution of the strength of
the elementary vortices representing the wing
surface is determined by imposing the boundary
condition that the res ultant velocity component
normal to the wing surface doe to the wing vor-
tex system, ailerons and the freestream should
be equal to zero. This condition is S'atisfied at
selected pivotal points on the wing. The position
of the mid-point of each of the bound vortex ele-
ments of the wing and the pivotal points are shown
in F ig.l. The notation used is as follow s:
k serial number of the strips parallel to root
chord(1~ k" N);
serial number of bound vortex lines distri-
buted along chord (1~ fL ~ n);
serial number of the lines on which the
boundary condition is satisfied at selected
pivotal points (1~ II ~ n);
serial number of the oblique horse-shoe
vortex (1~ i ~ Nn);
serial number of the pivotal points (1~j~Nn).
fJ.
1/
Let ki, kj be the values of k corresponding
to the values of i and j. We have then
i =kit(fL-1 )N; j =kjt(V-1)N . (3)
Here the chord is divided into n equal seg-
ments. Each of the elemental surface formed by
spanwise and chordwise sections is represented
by the Weissinger's model namely. the elemental
bound vortex placed along the quarter-chord line "E
of each elemental surface and the pivotal point
for each elemental surface is located at the mid-
point of its three-quarter-chord line. With suffi-
ciently large value of n this distribution of vorti-
ces and pivotal points practically satisfies Kutta-
Joukowsky condition at trailing edge.
The coordinates of the mid-point of the i-th
elementary bound vortex (xi, Yi, zi) and those of
the j-th pivotal point (xjoyj. Zj) on the starboard
wing will then be given by the following relations:
1czi
l)
Czi
xi=Xoi+4n+(fL- 11'
3c . c 'x. =x '+-4~t (V-1).:3.J OJ n n '
Yi =yj =0 ,
zi=~[:os(i-(fL-1)N)Ntcos(i-1-(fL-1)J NJ
Zj=~[cos(j-(V-1)J N+cos{j-1-(V-1)]N]
wherl
czi' Czj wing chords on which the points i and j
are located respectively;
projections of the leading edges of the
sections with the chords czi and Czj on
X axis respectively.
xoi' Xoj
The values of zi and Zj on the port side wing
will be the same in magnitude but different in
sign. The coordinates xi. Xj. n, yj will be the
same as those for the starboard wing. The semi-
span of i-th elementary bound vortex is:
si =~[cos li-(fL-1 )N] N -cos ti-I {fJ.-1)N] ~J
Knowing these geometrical details the in-
duced velocity components at the pivotal points
due to all the wing vortex elements together with
those of rotating ailerons could be obtained using
Biot-Savart law for induced velocity or from the
corresponding relations for an oblique horse-
shoe vortex 1°.
The boundary condition to be satisfiec;l over
the wing surface at selected j points will be
given by
Do sin at Vjy =0 ,
where Vjy is the velocity component at a point j,
normal to the wing surface, induced by the system
of wing vortices and rotating ailerons. The value
of sin a may be taken equal to a in radian if the
angle of attack considered is very small.
(4)
(5)
(6)
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?l ., If Vljy is the Y -component of the induced
:t" velocity at a Roint j due to the i-th elemental
vortex then. e~idently.
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Nn
Vjy = ~ Vijy .i=I (6)
Solution of the Problem
It is obvious that we are dealing with anti-
symmetric load distribution on the wing arising
out of operation of ailerons. Therefore. the
Boundary condition (6) is satisfied at all Nn pivo-
tal points on the wing surface. This condition
then results into a system of Nn Unear algebraic
equations which are solved simultaneously using
Gauss Sideal method and all Nn unknown vortex
strengths on the wing are determined.
Aerodynamic Forces
The lift L endrolling moment Mx produced
by the main wing and rotating ailerons are com-
puted using Joukowsky's theorem. The lift and
rolling moment produced by main wing alone will
be given by the following relations respectively:
Nn
Lw =PI. 2Siri(Uo cos a.+wxi)cOS a. .
i=I
(7)
Nn
Mxw=-Pl. 2Sirizi(Uocosa.+wxi) .
i=I
where Pis density of air and wxi is the x-compo-
nent of velocity at a point (xi. Yi. zi) on the wing
induced by the wing vortex system and ailerons.
The resultant lift and rolling moment for
the complete systemof wing and ailerons are
given by
L =Lw+La ; Mx =Mxw+Mxa ' (8)
where for ailerons we have
La =ZPfa.sa[(uarua-) cos a.+(va+-va-)sina.) .
Mxa =-2prasa(ua++ua-)za .
(9)
where (ua+'ua-) and (va+'va-) are the velocity
components chordwise and normal to the wing
surface at the mid-points of the axe~of up-going
and down-going ailerons respectively; sa is ai-
leron semi-span; za is the distance of the mid-
points of ailerons from rolling axis. The cor res -
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ponding aerodynamic coefficients may be expre~
sed in the following form:
2L .
CL =pu~S'
4M.2L,
Crnx =U2Sb '0 (10]
where S is the planform area of wing.
Numerical Calculations
Calculations of the above aerodynamic coef-
ficients for various wing planforms at different
val~s of angles of attack and rotational speed
of ailerons have been carried out on EC-I030
computer at Indian Institute of Technology,
Bombay.
The vortex distribution over the wing has
been carried out for N =16 and n =4. The aile ron
chord ca is 25% of the wing chord car corres-
ponding to p=4 in equation (2). The ailerons
extend in spanwise direction from strip number
5 to strip number 3 on the starboard part of the
wiig and from strip number 12 to strip number
14 on the port s ide of the wing. The posi tion of
axes of rotation of ailerons is given by 6x =
0.05car' -6y=0.13car (see Fig.I) along X and
Y axes which 'ire reported to be the best position
of flap axisl. The circulation G. of the rotating
ailerons is represented byl0:
T'" 1 E
.u = '411'CarUo
(11)
wher.e
E
U
K
'==Kf..U/U );- 0
=peripheral speedof the rotatingailerons;
=effectiveness coefficient depends on the
geometrical parameters of rotating pro-
file, taken equal to 0.25 based on experi-
mental resultsl0 for conventional profiles.
The calculations of aerodynamic coefficients
CLand Cmx using relations (10) are carried out
for the values of a.varying from 3° to 15° a.nd
those of the ratio U/Uo =1,2.3, & 4 for the wing
planforms of aspect ratios 7 and 3 with taper
ratios of 1 and 0.5 for each wing planform. The
results so obtained are shown in Figs. 2,3,4 & 5.
Discussion of the Results
The rotating ailerons seem to be promising
rolling control surfaces.. The curves in Figs. 2-
5 suggest that the rolling moment coefficient
obtained with the rotating ailerons of the span
equal to 22'10of the wing span is higher than that
4...
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Fig.2. Curves of CL Vs a.andCmx Vs a.with
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Fig.4. Curves of CL Vs a.andCmx Vs a.with
u/uo=1,2,3,4 for the wing of AR =3,
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Fig.3. Curves of CL Vs a.Cm Vs a.withx
U/Uo=I,2,3,4 for the wing of AR=7,
taper ratio ==O.5.
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Fig.5. Curves of CL Vs a.and Cmx Vs a.with
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for the conventional ailerons of almost double the
span. The conventional design value of rolling
~oment coefficient for. most of the subsonic air-
planes is about 0.05 to 0.611. It is possible to
achieve this value of Cmx with rotational speed
of ailerons less than the flight speed and aileron
span of about 20%.
It is seen from the results that the effective-
ness of such ailerons decrease.s with reduction
in the wing aspect ratio. The value of Cmx pro-
duced by these ailerons also reduces with in-
crease in wing sweep. However, this effect
seems to be milde r for rotating aile rons than
that for the conventional ones for which Cmx
drops to about 82% at sweep of 30. from its
value for zero sweepll. These results indicate
that there can be significant improvement in rol-
ling capability of aircraft for a given wing plan-
form and size of ailerons. In other words, it is
possible to reduce the aileron size for required
rolling capability.
The results of calculations presented in
Figs. 2- 5 shows that lift remains practically
constant during operation of ailerons. Experi-
mental evidences indicate that the drag of down
going part of wing is considerably high compared
to that of other half of wing if rotating ailerons
are usedl. Thus, it gives pro-yaw characteris-
tics.
The work about effectiveness of this type of
ailerons with non-linearity effect, structural
deformation of wing influencing aerodynamic
characteristics, compressibility effect etc. is
being carried out.
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